Background {#Sec1}
==========

With the widely spread of industrialization in the world, noise exposure is becoming more common in the industrial settings. This phenomenon is more noteworthy in developing countries. Nowadays, hearing loss due to occupational noise exposure is still an intractable problem for both developing and developed countries, and a lot of studies on noise are mainly focused on occupational NIHL \[[@CR1]\]. World Health Organization studies show that occupational NIHL, as the second occupational health hazard except unintentional injuries, accounts for 16% of occupational chronic diseases and 19% of the loss of health life induced by noise exposure in work place \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\]. About 22 million U.S. workers are exposed to harmful noise level in the working environment every year and NIHL is one of the most common occupational diseases in the United States \[[@CR4], [@CR5]\]. In China, occupational NIHL is the third most harmful occupational disease, accounting for one-sixth in all of the annual increased occupational diseases recently \[[@CR6]\].

It has been well known that NIHL is a complicated disease caused by the interaction of genetic and environmental factors. The environmental factors, such as noise exposure, organic solvents, ototoxic drugs, heat, vibrations, smoking and health relative factors (hypertension, high cholesterol, pigmentation) and so on, all have essential effect on the progress of NIHL and a lot of work on preventing the harmful effect induced by these factors has been done. However, studies on human genetic factors which may be associated with the susceptibility to NIHL are relatively rare \[[@CR7]\]. Researches on the knockout mice, for example *Pjvk*^*−/−*^ \[[@CR8]\], *PMCA2*^*+/−*^ \[[@CR9]\], *P2RX2*^*−/−*^ \[[@CR10]\], *CDH23*^*+/\ -*^\[[@CR11]\], *SOD*^*−/−*^ \[[@CR12]\], *GPX1*^*−/−*^ \[[@CR13]\], have indicated that the gene deficiency mice are more susceptible to NIHL. Current studies have shown that the polymorphisms of potassium ion channel genes (like *KCNQ4* and *KCNE1*) \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\], catalase (*CAT*), protocadherin 15 (*PCDH15*), myosin 14 (*MYH14*) \[[@CR16]\] and heart shock protein (*HSP70*) \[[@CR17]\] detected in different populations are significantly related to the development of NIHL. In addition, studies conducted by our research group has also found that heart shock protein (*HSP70*) \[[@CR18]\], eye absent homolog 4 (*EYA4*) \[[@CR19]\], suggestive POU-domain transcription POU4F3 and Grainyhead-like2 (*GRHL2*) \[[@CR20]\] may be associated with the susceptibility to NIHL.

Up to now, when it comes to *GRM7*, previous studies have shown that *GRM7* polymorphisms are associated with the susceptibility to hearing loss in the elderly \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\], but the relationship between GRM7 polymorphisms and NIHL susceptibility remains to be further validated. At present, many researches have shown that glutamate is the main excitatory neurotransmitter in the transmission of inner hair cells and type I spiral ganglion neurons \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. High concentration of glutamate is neurotoxic, which has been known to be associated with NIHL \[[@CR21], [@CR26]\]. Metabotropic glutamate receptor 7 (mGluR7) encoded by *GRM7* can reduce excessive glutamate release in the synaptic compartments to maintain their normal physiological concentration \[[@CR21]\]. High-level noise exposure leads to the excessive release of glutamate from the hair cells to the synaptic cleft and the high concentration of glutamate overstimulates the postsynaptic cells or dendrites, causing them excitatory poisoning with the feature of swelling \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\].

Hence, we hypothesize that *GRM7* polymorphisms may have an effect on the development of NIHL. Then, we screen single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of *GRM7* that may be related to the susceptibility of NIHL and carry out a nested case-control study in the occupational populations to analyze the relationship between *GRM7* polymorphisms and NIHL.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Subjects {#Sec3}
--------

A dynamic cohort was established in a big steel factory among lasting noise exposure workers On January 1, 2006. Occupational health examinations, hearing tests and questionnaire surveys were carried out among the 6886 works selected into the cohort in the first year. And then noise, heat, toxic and hazardous substances in the work environment were monitored and measured every year. Health examination and hearing test were conducted every two years for the studying population. Up to December 31, 2015, there were 6297 subjects completed more than twice health examinations and hearing tests and 817 subjects finished only once. In the process of follow-up, 559 subjects joined in the research and 331 subjects were loss to follow-up because of resignation or being transferred to other positions.

In the cohort, there were 9 individuals with a history of being an airman, 76 with a history of being an artillerist, 53 with a history of head trauma, 3 with a history of blast exposure hearing damage, 10 with a history of eardrum perforation, 1 with a history of taking ototoxic drugs, 32 with a familial history of deafness, 15 with a history of rubella, 4 with a history of Meniere's syndrome, all of which were excluded in the case and control selecting.

This research based on the cohort study with 1 case to 2 controls matched. The case group (hearing loss group) and the control group were selected with the level of occupational noise exposure ≥80 dB(A) and the time of accumulated occupational noise exposure ≥3 years. The inclusion of cases was that binaural average hearing threshold levels (HTLs) in high frequencies (3 kHz,4 kHz,6 kHz) ≥ 40 dB(A). The control group matched with the same sex, the age difference ≤ 5 years old and the same type of work, duration of occupational noise exposure ≤2 years and was selected according to the HTL of any one ear in linguistic frequencies (0.5 kHz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz) \< 25 dB(A) and average binaural HTL in high frequencies \<35 dB(A). Finally, there were 292 cases and 584 controls entering into this study.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Henan Provincial Institute for Occupational Health (Ethical approval no.: 2,013,003) and informed consent was signed by all study participants or their agents.

Epidemiological survey {#Sec4}
----------------------

A combinative method of investigators interviewing and respondents actively reporting were used to collect information. Investigators had been professionally trained in advance. The questionnaire of this study mainly included the following aspects: (1) demographic characteristics: such as age, gender, date of birth, educational level, etc. (2) professional history: such as type of work, noise exposure duration in noise setting, environmental noise exposure level, etc. (3) living habits: such as, whether smoking and daily smoking levels, whether drinking and daily alcohol consumption, high-fat food intake, etc. (4) previous history of diseases affecting hearing: such as, ear trauma, tinnitus, sudden deafness, hypertension, etc. (5) history of ototoxic drug use, such as: aminoglycosides or vancomycin antibiotics, containing cisplatin and other anti-tumor drugs, containing arsenic and other heavy metal drug use history and so on. The detailed questionnaire was offered in the supplementary file \[see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}\].

Smokers were those smoking at least one cigarette every day and more than 6 months, otherwise, they were regared as non-smokers. The criterion for judging drinkers was that subjects drank at least once per week more than 1 year, if not, they were thought as non-drinkers.

Hearing test and ear examination {#Sec5}
--------------------------------

Before the examination, all the subjects were required to leave the occupational noise environment for at least 12 h. 216 audiometers (Interacoustics AS Company, Denmark) calibrated previously were used to test binaural air and bone conduction threshold audiometry at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 kHz. The surrounding should be quiet and the noise background value \<25 dB(A). The results of the tests were collected by age and gender.

Calculation of CNE {#Sec6}
------------------

The equivalent continuous sound level (A) (L~Aeq,\ 8h~) was measured using Noisepro multi-functional individual noise dosimeters (NoisePro series, Quest Technologies, USA) which were adjuested by type of QC-10 Sound calibrators before measurement. The noise dosimeters were set as weight of A, S (slow), the value of L~Aeq,\ 8h~ and then the CNE for every subjects was calculated based on the Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} (the Footnotes of Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} at the end of the article) \[[@CR6]\].Fig. 1The interpretation of CNE equation. Where Tref is equal to 1; n is the total number of different positions for the workers exposed to noise; i is the number of different posts; T is the time at different positions; L~Aeq,\ 8h~ is the equivalent continuous sound level of 8 h for different jobs

DNA extraction {#Sec7}
--------------

Peripheral blood (≥2 ml) was collected in the EDTA anticoagulant tube and stored at minus 80 °C. The DNA of the peripheral blood was extracted using a 2 ml blood genomic DNA extraction kit (Shanghai Laifeng Biotech, Shanghai, Chnia). The concentration and purity of DNA were measured using the NanoPhotometer P360 ultramicro spectrophotometer (Shanghai Boyibio Biotech, Shanghai, China). The prerequisites for subsequent DNA genotyping were that the A260/A280 value was between 1.8 and 2.0 and the concentration was \>50 ng/μL.

SNP selection and genotyping {#Sec8}
----------------------------

SNPs were selected according to the 1000 Genomes Project resources (<http://www.internationalgenome.org/>) and relative literatures and the inclusion criteria were as follows:sites of SNPs laid in the area of *GRM7* with the minor allele frequency (MAF) \> 0.10 in the Chinese Han population;the linkage disequilibrium (LD) method of SNPs with the pairwise r^2^ \> 0.80.

Five SNPs in *GRM7* were selected in this study.

In this study, the SNPs were genetyped using the SNPscan multiplex SNP genotyping kits (Genesky Biopharm Technology, Shanghai, China). AB13730XL DNA analyser was used to detect the sequence and GeneMapper 4.1 software (Applied Biosystems, USA) was utilized to analyze the genotype of SNP loci.

Statistical analysis {#Sec9}
--------------------

Data was analyzed using SPSS21.0 software. The continuous variables were implemented tests of normality and all of them were not in accordance with normal distribution, hence they were expressed by the median (range) and the differences between groups were analysed by Wilcoxon rank sum test. All of the classification variables were expressed by frequencies (percentile) and the comparisons between groups were analysed by pearson chi-square test.The control groups of SNPs were tested whether they were in line with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium using Pearson's χ^2^ test. Four genetic models (additive model, dominant model, recessive, codominant model) were established and a conditional logistic regression was implemented to analyse the relationship between the polymorphisms of *GRM7* and the susceptibility to NIHL. The interactions of genetic and environmental factors were also considered in logistic regression analysis by the option of multiplying interaction effect, and if the interactions were significant, then the stratification would be carried out to analyze the main effects. The generalised multiple dimensionality reduction software V.0.9 (GMDR V.0.9) was applied to find the interaction among SNPs. The possible confounders, such as CNE, smoking, drinking, hypertension, were adjusted during the statistical analysis. The test level was α = 0.05 therefore it was statistically significant if *p* \< 0.05. All the testing hypotheses were two-tailed. Bonferroni correction was used in the multiple comparing by pairs.

Results {#Sec10}
=======

Evaluation of matching effect in case and control groups {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------------------

In this study, a total of 876 people were involved, in which there were 292 cases and 584 controls, aging from 20.75 to 59.25 years old. As showed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} (after references), the matching effect was evaluated in the case and control groups through comparing the basic information distribution between them.Table 1Basic Information Distribution in Case and Control GroupsVariablesCase (*n* = 292)Control (*n* = 584)Statistics*p*Age, year 20\~3045 (15.4%)104 (17.8%) 30\~4079 (27.1%)153 (26.2%) 40\~50134 (45.9%)270 (46.2%) 50\~6034 (11.6%)57(9.8%)1.381^‡^0.710Noise exposure duration, year18.860 (8.500, 27.750)18.509 (8.167, 26.917)−0.692^§^0.489CNE, dB(A)^\*^97.844 (94.686, 101.522)97.767 (94.854, 101.195)−0.153^§^0.878HTL, dB(A) ^†^50.980 (44.042, 55.833)18.293 (12.500, 24.000)−24.153^§^\<0.001Height, cm170.366 (167.000, 174.750)169.993 (166.000, 174.000)−1.004^§^0.315Gender Male281 (96.2%)560 (95.9%) Female11 (3.8%)24 (4.1%)0.060^‡^0.807level of environmental noise exposure, dB(A)  ≤ 85121 (41.4%)254 (43.5%)  \> 85171 (58.6%)330 (56.5%)0.336^‡^0.562Tinnitus Yes196 (67.4%)316 (54.2%) No95 (32.6%)267 (45.8%)12.837^‡^\<0.001Smoking Yes181 (62.0%)341 (58.4%) No109 (38.0%)243 (41.6%)1.045^‡^0.307Drinking Yes203 (69.5%)399 (68.3%) No89 (30.5%)185 (31.7%)0.130^‡^0.718Hypertension Yes112 (38.4%)242 (41.4%) No180 (61.6%)342 (58.6%)0.768^‡^0.381Evaluation of the matching effects in the case and control groups by comparing the basic information distribution between them^\*^CNE: cumulative noise exposure^†^HTL: the binaural average hearing threshold level in high frequencies^‡^Pearson chi-square test^§^Wilcoxon rank sum test

By test of normality, the whole continuous variables did not conform to the normal distribution, so nonparametric test was used. The classification variables were analysed by pearson χ^2^ test. The binaural average hearing threshold level (HTL) (3 kHz,4 kHz,6 kHz) in the case group was higher than that of the control group, which conformed to the design needs of our research (*p* \< 0.001). What's more, the proportion of tinnitus in the case group was higher than that of the control group with *p* \< 0.001. Other comparisons in the case and control groups, including the general demographic characteristics (age, sex, height, noise exposure duration), individual factors (smoking, drinking), disease history (hypertension), and the observing indicators (CNE, level of environmental noise exposure) were of no significant difference (*p* \> 0.05). The proportional distribution of HTL in case and control groups was showed in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (the Footnotes of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} at the end of the article).Fig. 2The proportional distribution of the binaural average hearing threshold levels (HTLs) at 3 kHz,4 kHz,6 kHz in case and control groups. HTL is grouped by 5 dB(A) in both case and control groups. The control group ranges from 0 to 35 dB(A) and the case group is in the range of 40 to 85 dB(A)

Assessment of genotype effects on NIHL {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------

### Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for control group {#Sec13}

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} (after references) showed that *p* values in the control group of the selected SNPs were all above 0.05, which demonstrated that all SNPs in control group were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and the selected population of the control group was representative.Table 2Basic Information of the Selected SNPsSNPChromosomal positionMAF^\*^Allele\*χ^2b^*p* ^†^Ancestral alleleMutant allelers11920109Chr3:7,212,6860.4016*T* = 0.4272C = 0.57282.42710.2178rs1485175Chr3:7,620,7890.4744*T* = 0.5437C = 0.45631.36770.2589rs9819783Chr3:7,208,2130.3848T = 0.4272C = 0.57281.53170.3961rs9826579Chr3:7,782,3710.3317C = 0.1408*T* = 0.85920.01850.9603rs9877154Chr3:7,159,4060.4187*T* = 0.3932C = 0.60680.19750.9045Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium test of all selected SNPs in the control group^b^Pearson chi-square test is used to test whether the SNPs in the control group is in line with Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium\*The data comes from NCBI dbSNP and 1000 Genomes Browser (CHB)^†^Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium Test of the control group by Pearson's χ^2^

### Construction of genetic models and effect analysis {#Sec14}

Four genetic models were constructed for every SNP in this study: the additive model (wtwt, wtmt, mtmt), dominant model \[(mtmt + wtmt) vs wtwt\], recessive model \[mtmt vs (wtwt + wtmt)\], codominant model (wtwt vs wtmt vs mtmt) (wt: wild type, mt: mutant type) and then conditional logistic regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the effect of the genetic models. Results in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (after references) indicated that in additive model CC genotype of rs1485175 had a protective effect to the risk of developing NIHL with an adjusted OR of 0.564 (*p*/*p*~bon~ = 0.008/0.002, 95% CI: 0.370--0.860). But statistical association with NIHL was not found in TC genotype. In dominant model of rs1485175, statistical significant difference with a decreased risk was found (*p*/*p*~bon=~ 0.050/0.010, OR = 0.737, 95% CI: 0.554--1.000) and the associations in same direction were also detected in the recessive/codominant model and the allele C/T with the *p*/*p*~bon~ value of 0.018/0.004 (OR = 0.636, 95%CI: 0.437--0.925), 0.009/0.002 (OR = 0.761, 95%CI: 0.620--0.934) and 0.017/0.003 (OR = 0.800, 95%CI: 0.666--0.962), respectively. No significant associations were discovered in any other four SNPs between the case and control groups.Table 3Correlation of Genetic Models with Risk of Developing NIHLSNPGenotypeCaseControlOR (95%CI)\**p*/*p*~bon~ ^†^n%n%rs11920109TT4013.79215.810.738/0.148TC15352.429750.91.182 (0.774, 1.806)0.439/0.088CC9933.919433.31.141 (0.724, 1.800)0.531/0.106CC + TC25286.349184.21.155 (0.736, 1.814)0.443/0.089TT + TC19366.138966.71CC9933.919433.31.016 (0.745, 1.386)0.920/0.184TT/TC/CC1.055 (0.850,1.309)0.627/0.125Allele C/T1.039 (0.866, 1.246)0.682/0.136rs1485175TT10335.516929.110.029/0.006TC13947.927647.50.820 (0.593, 1.132)0.227/0.045CC4816.613623.40.564(0.370, 0.860)0.008/0.002CC + TC18764.541270.90.737 (0.544, 1.000)0.050/0.010TT + TC24283.444576.61CC4816.613623.40.636 (0.437, 0.925)0.018/0.004TT/TC/CC0.761 (0.620, 0.934)0.009/0.002Allele C/T0.800 (0.666, 0.962)0.017/0.003rs9819783TT3813.18614.810.785/0.157TC14850.928849.51.163 (0.753, 1.797)0.496/0.099CC10536.120835.71.150 (0.728, 1.816)0.550/0.110CC + TC25386.949685.21.158 (0.765, 1.752)0.489/0.098TT + TC18663.937464.31CC10536.120835.71.024 (0.751, 1.396)0.881/0.176TT/TC/CC1.054 (0.848, 1.309)0.637/0.127Allele C/T1.038 (0.864, 1.248)0.688/0.138rs9826579CC82.7162.710.718/0.144CT7325.116227.80.938 (0.369, 2.386)0.893/0.179TT21072.240469.41.072 (0.438, 2.622)0.879/0.176TT + CT28397.356697.31.049 (0430, 2.559)0.917/0.183CC + CT8127.817830.61TT21072.240469.41.136 (0.833, 1.549)0.422/0.084CC/CT/TT1.106 (0.844, 1.451)0.465/0.093Allele T/C1.086 (0.849, 1.390)0.510/0.102rs9877154TT4114.08614.710.712/0.142TC14750.327847.61.125 (0.737, 1.719)0.585/0.117CC10435.622037.70.995 (0.636, 1.556)0.983/0.197CC + TC25186.049885.31.071 (0.715, 1.604)0.740/0.148TT + TC18864.436462.31CC10435.622037.70.909 (0.670, 1.233)0.539/0.108TT/TC/CC0.973 (0.787, 1.202)0.799/0.160Allele C/T0.980 (0.815, 1.177)0.825/0.165Effects of genetic models evaluated by conditional logistic regression\*CNE, height, smoking, drinking, and hypertension are adjusted; CI: Confidence interval^†^Bonferroni correction is used to adjust *p* values by means of 0.05 / 5 (5 selected SNPs) to get *p*~bon~ values of 0.01, which means that it is significant in statistics if *p*~bon~ \< 0.01

### Interaction Analysis between Genes and Environment {#Sec15}

The interaction between genes and the environment (CNE) was analyzed by the option of multiplying interaction effect in logistic regression analysis. The analysis found that rs1485175 and CNE had a significant interaction in statistics with p = 0.007 and OR = 0.997 (95% CI: 0.995--0.999). Then, the main genotype effect in each layer (\< 97 dB (A) and \> 97 dB(A)) was figured out. Significant differences were found in TT and CC with the CNE \> 97 dB (A). The specific results of the analysis could be found in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}.Table 4Relationship between rs1485175 and NIHL layered by CNEEnvironmental factorGenotypeCaseControlOR (95% CI) ^\*^*p*/*p*~bon~ ^†^n%n%CNE, dB (A)  \< 97TT4430.88129.510.846/0.423TC7451.713850.21.023 (0.700, 1.496)0.906/0.453CC2517.55620.40.895 (0.546, 1.469)0.662/0.331  \> 97TT6140.99129.410.047/0.024TC6543.613844.70.784 (0.550, 1.118)0.179/0.090CC2315.48025.90.550 (0.340, 0.891)0.014/0.007The interaction between genes and the environment (CNE) analyzed by layering^\*^Height, smoking, drinking, and hypertension are adjusted^†^The statistically significant *p* values are adjusted by Bonferroni correction through 0.05/2 (2 groups layered by CNE) and it is statistically significant if *p*~bon~ \< 0.025

### Analysis of interaction effects among SNPs {#Sec16}

The generalized multifactor dimensionality reduction (GMDR) v0.9 was applied in this research to detect the interaction of the 5 selected SNPs in *GRM7*. Covariates, CNE, height, smoking, drinking, hypertension, were adjusted in the analysis by loading phenotype data. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} (after references) provided the best model, testing balanced accuracy, cross-validation (CV) consistency, and *p* values by sign test. In all of the models the combination of rs1920109, rs1485175, rs9826579 formed the best model with a statistically significant p value of 0.0547, the maximum testing balanced accuracy of 53.55% and the biggest CV consistency (9/10). Permutation test appeared that the best model made of rs1920109, rs1485175, rs9826579 statistically significant (*p* = 0.037). Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} (the Footnotes of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} at the end of the article) showed the best model constituted by rs11920109, rs1485175, rs9826579.Table 5Results of the best model identified by GMDRBest model^\*^Testing balanced accuracy (%)CV consistency ^†^*p* ^‡^*p* ^§^rs148517552.6210/100.62300.135rs1485175, rs987715450.894/100.37700.141rs11920109, rs1485175, rs982657953.559/100.05470.037rs11920109, rs1485175, rs9819783, rs982657951.097/100.62300.126rs11920109, rs1485175, rs9819783, rs9826579, rs987715450.5910/100.62300.403The analysis of the interaction of the 5 selected SNPs in *GRM7*^\*^CNE, height, smoking, drinking, hypertension are adjusted^†^CV consistency means cross-validation consistency^‡^Based on sign test^§^Based on permutation testFig. 3Best model gained by the analysis of GMDR. The implications of bars and background color in each multifactor cell are as follows. The left bars represent the sum of scores in case and the right represent the control. High risk cells are expressed by black shadow if the ratio of the number of cases to the number of controls exceeds the preset value T, as low risk cells by light shadow if not more than the threshold and empty cells by no shadow which means no cases and controls. The multifactor cells labeled as "high risk" or "low risk" are then used to assess the classification and predication accuracy, thus identifying the best model in the subsequent steps

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

The whole genome association study has found that the T-allele of rs11928865 in *GRM7* is associated with age-related hearing loss (ARHI) in European group, which is also confirmed in an elderly male Han Chinese population and rs779706 and rs779701, the SNPs within *GRM7*, are significant in the Finnish group \[[@CR21], [@CR30]\]. Although the polymorphisms of *GRM7* are an important factor affecting ARHI, genetic polymorphisms are also common in general population and they should also been involved in the study of NIHL.

Our results discovered for the first time that the mutant allele C in rs1485175 of the *GMR7* had significant associations with NIHL among the additive, dominant, recessive, codominant models and the allele C/T. The result suggests that CC genotype might act as a protective factor for the glutamate toxicity caused by high intensity noise exposure. That's to say in the same harmful noisy environment, individuals with non-CC genotype in rs1485175 of *GRM7* are more susceptible than those who have CC genotype. But in our study we have not found the statistical correlation between the rs11928865 of *GRM7* and the susceptibility to NIHL.

Many researches have demonstrated that NIHL is a disease resulted from the interaction of gene and environment. Therefore the interaction between rs1485175 and environmental factors and the interaction of rs1485175 with the other selected SNPs of *GRM7* were analyzed. The results of the gene-by-environment interaction analysis suggest that CNE at higher level (\> 97 dB(A)) might interact with rs1485175 with the *p* value of 0.014 and OR of 0.550 (95% CI: 0.340--0.891). The risk of developing NIHL reduces by 0.447 after stratification according to CNE, which suggests that CNE may be a risk factor for NIHL and workers are more susceptible to noise at the higher level of CNE \[[@CR6]\]. The gene-by-gene interaction data obtained through the software of GMDR showed that the best model made up of rs11920109, rs1485175, rs9826579, suggesting that the main effect of the *GRM7* gene on susceptibility to NIHL we have found is the combination of these three genes; that is, the influence of rs1485175 on NIHL is dependent on the genotypes of the other two SNPs in *GRM7*.

High glutamate concentration can lead to programmed death of the spiral ganglion neurites and cells, which is also verified by incubating spiral ganglion explants with a caspase-3 inhibitor (an inhibitor of apoptosis) \[[@CR27]\]. Therefore, the negative feedback regulation of glutamate is important in maintaining the normal transmission of the sound signal in the ear. The mGluR7, Group III mGlu receptors, is principally situated in the presynaptic membrane and negatively regulates the level of glutamate. The activation of mGluR7 can hinder glutamate releasing when exposed in high intensity noise level, which lowers the excitability of target cells and neurons, thus playing a protective role in glutamate excitotoxicity \[[@CR31]\].

It is possible that the T-allele mutation to C-allele in rs1485175 may take part in this process. In the normal inner hair cells and neurons, the mutant allele C in rs1485175 may increase the number of mGluR7 or enhance its sensitivity to glutamate in the presynaptic membrane, and then to accelerate the glutamate uptake or reduce the release of glutamate when exposed to high intense noise, thus avoiding the glutamate excitotoxicity. That may be the reason why individuals with CC genotype of rs1485175 in *GRM7* are less susceptible to noise than non-CC genotype. CNE \[[@CR6]\], height \[[@CR32]\], smoking \[[@CR33]\], drinking \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\], and hypertension \[[@CR35]\], which are all hazardous factors for NIHL, were adjusted in the process of analyzing.

Advantages for this study are as follows. Firstly, a nested case-control study used in our study can better overcome the selection bias and recall bias, as well as reducing costs. Secondly, more accurate measurements than previous studies are used, including the intensity of noise exposure, the diagnosis of NIHL and the principle of double blind and so on. Some limitations of this study should also be known. It has been known that exposing to noise coming from living environment and individual activities for a long time can also cause hearing impairment \[[@CR36]\], but the effect is smaller and less hazardous compared with NIHL due to noise exposure in the working place \[[@CR37]\]. Namely, the results of our study are authentic.

Conclusions {#Sec18}
===========

In summary, we find for the first time that the mutant allele C of rs1485175 in *GRM7* may reduce the susceptibility of individuals to NIHL in Chinese Han population. At the same time, we also note that the gene-by-environmental and gene-by-gene interactions may affect the protective effect of mutant allele C in rs1485175 of *GRM7*. This finding, once verified by large studies, will have important implications in the prevention of NIHL in susceptible occupational population.

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec19}

Additional file 1:The supplementary material was designed for this study. The data in the questionnaire titled "the Questionnaire of Occupational Health" and they contained the basic demographic information of the workers, the information of smoking and drinking, occupational history, the history of past disease and drug use, family history of deafness, work-related injuries and other information related to the occupational health. (DOCX 45 kb)
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